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ABSTRACT

A gate driver circuit includes a driving section and a wiring section. The wiring section receives a plurality of signals from an external device. The driving section includes a plurality of stages providing a plurality of gate lines with a gate signal. The wiring section includes first and second signal wirings. The first signal wiring is disposed adjacent to a first side of the driving section, where the first side receives the signals from the wiring section. The second signal wiring is disposed adjacent to a portion that is disposed at an outer side of the driving section and the first signal wiring. Therefore, a signal applied to the first signal wiring is prevented from being delayed by the second signal wiring. Furthermore, a distortion of signal applied to the gate driver and a maloperation of the gate driver are prevented.
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GATE DRIVER CIRCUIT AND DISPLAY DEVICE HAVING THE SAME


BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] 1. Field of the Invention

[0003] The present invention relates to a gate driver circuit and a display device having the gate driver circuit. More particularly, the present invention relates to a gate driver circuit capable of preventing a signal distortion and a display device having the gate driver circuit.

[0004] 2. Description of the Related Art

[0005] Generally, a liquid crystal display (“LCD”) device includes an LCD panel that displays an image. The LCD panel includes a display area on which an image is displayed, and a peripheral area adjacent to the display area. No image is displayed through the peripheral area. A plurality of gate lines, a plurality of data lines, and a plurality of pixels are formed on the display area. Each pixel includes a thin film transistor (“TFT”) and a liquid crystal capacitor. A gate driving circuit that provides the gate lines with a gate signal and a data driving circuit that provides the data lines with a data signal are formed on the peripheral area of the LCD panel.

[0006] The gate driver circuit is formed on one portion of the peripheral area of the LCD panel during a process of manufacturing the TFT in the display area, and the data driver circuit is formed as a chip mounted on another portion of the peripheral area of the LCD panel. The gate driver circuit includes a shift register having a plurality of stages electrically connected to each other in series. Each of the stages is electrically connected to a corresponding gate line, and applies a gate signal to the corresponding gate line. The gate driver circuit may further include a plurality of signal wirings that provide various signals to the stages of the shift register.

[0007] When the signal wirings are formed at the gate driver circuit, signals applied to the signal wirings may be distorted by a parasitic capacitance between the signal wirings.

[0008] Furthermore, the signal wirings are extended in nonparallel directions with each other to form crossing portions. When the crossing portions of the signal wirings increase, a signal applied from the signal wirings is delayed or a signal is distorted by signal interference. The signal delay or signal distortion induces a malfunction of the gate driver circuit.

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The present invention provides a gate driver circuit capable of preventing a signal distortion.

[0010] The present invention also provides a display device having the above-mentioned gate driver circuit.

[0011] In exemplary embodiments of the present invention, the gate driver circuit includes a driving section, a first wiring section, and a second wiring section. The driving section includes a plurality of stages providing a plurality of gate lines with a gate signal. The first wiring section is disposed at a first side of the driving section, and the first wiring section receives a plurality of signals. The second wiring section is disposed at an outer side of the driving section and the first wiring section.

[0012] In other exemplary embodiments of the present invention, the gate driver circuit includes a wiring section and a driving section. The wiring section receives a plurality of signals from an external device. The driving section includes a plurality of stages and has a first side and a second side. The first side of the driving section receives the plurality of signals from the wiring section, and the second side of the driving section provides a plurality of gate lines with a gate signal. The wiring section includes a first signal wiring and a second signal wiring. The first signal wiring is disposed adjacent to the first side of the driving section. The second signal wiring is disposed adjacent to the second side of the driving section.

[0013] In still other exemplary embodiments of the present invention, the display device includes a display panel, a gate driver circuit, and a data driver circuit. The display panel includes a plurality of gate lines and a plurality of data lines, and displays an image. The gate driver circuit includes a wiring section and a driving section. The wiring section receives a plurality of signals from an external device. The driving section includes a plurality of stages and has a first side and a second side. The driving section receives the plurality of signals from the wiring section through the first side, and the driving section transmits a gate signal to the plurality of gate lines through the second side. The data driver circuit provides the data lines with a data signal. The wiring section includes a first signal wiring and a second signal wiring. The first signal wiring is disposed adjacent to the first side of the driving section. The second signal wiring is disposed adjacent to the second side of the driving section.

[0014] In still further exemplary embodiments of the present invention, the display device includes a display panel, a gate driver circuit, and a data driver circuit. The display panel includes an array substrate having a plurality of gate lines and a plurality of data lines, and an opposite substrate facing the array substrate. The display panel receives a gate signal and a data signal, and displays an image. The gate driver circuit includes a wiring section and a circuit section having a plurality of stages. The wiring section receives a plurality of signals from an external device. The plurality of stages are connected one after another to each other. The plurality of stages sequentially output the gate signal to the plurality of gate lines in response to a plurality of signals from the wiring section. The data driver circuit outputs a data signal to the data lines. The wiring section includes at least one first signal wiring, a second signal wiring, and a third signal wiring. The at least one first signal wiring is electrically connected to at least two stages among the stages. The second signal wiring is electrically connected to a first stage of the plurality of stages. The third signal wiring is electrically connected to a last stage of the plurality of stages. The first signal wiring is disposed between the third signal wiring and the driving section.

[0015] In still other exemplary embodiments, a gate driver circuit includes a driving section providing a gate signal, a
The invention is described more fully hereinafter with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which embodiments of the invention are shown. This invention may, however, be embodied in many different forms and should not be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth herein. Rather, these embodiments are provided so that this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will fully convey the scope of the invention to those skilled in the art. In the drawings, the size and relative sizes of layers and regions may be exaggerated for clarity.

It will be understood that when an element or layer is referred to as being "on", "connected to" or "coupled to" another element or layer, it can be directly on, connected to or coupled to the other element or layer or intervening elements or layers may be present. In contrast, when an element is referred to as being "directly on", "directly connected to" or "directly coupled to" another element or layer, there are no intervening elements or layers present. Like numbers refer to like elements throughout. As used herein, the term “and/or” includes any and all combinations of one or more of the associated listed items.

It will be understood that, although the terms first, second, third etc. may be used herein to describe various elements, components, regions, layers, and/or sections, these elements, components, regions, layers, and/or sections should not be limited by these terms. These terms are only used to distinguish one element, component, region, layer, or section from another element, component, region, layer, or section. Thus, a first element, component, region, layer, or section discussed below could be termed a second element, component, region, layer, or section without departing from the teachings of the present invention.

Spatially relative terms, such as “beneath”, “below”, “lower”, “above”, “upper” and the like, may be used herein for ease of description to describe one element or feature’s relationship to another element(s) or feature(s) as illustrated in the figures. It will be understood that the spatially relative terms are intended to encompass different orientations of the device in use or operation in addition to the orientation depicted in the figures. For example, if the device in the figures is turned over, elements described as “below” or “beneath” other elements or features would then be oriented “above” the other elements or features. Thus, the exemplary term “below” can encompass both an orientation of above and below. The device may be otherwise oriented (rotated 90 degrees or at other orientations) and the spatially relative descriptors used herein interpreted accordingly.

The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describing particular embodiments only and is not intended to be limiting of the invention. As used herein, the singular forms “a”, “an” and “the” are intended to include the plural forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates otherwise. It will be further understood that the terms “comprises” and/or “comprising,” when used in this specification, specify the presence of stated features, integers, steps, operations, elements, and/or components, but do not preclude the presence or addition of one or more other features, integers, steps, operations, elements, components, and/or groups thereof.

Embodiments of the invention are described herein with reference to cross-section illustrations that are sche-
matic illustrations of idealized embodiments (and intermediate structures) of the invention. As such, variations from the shapes of the illustrations as a result, for example, of manufacturing techniques and/or tolerances, are to be expected. Thus, embodiments of the invention should not be construed as limited to the particular shapes of regions illustrated herein but are to include deviations in shapes that result, for example, from manufacturing. For example, an implanted region illustrated as a rectangle will, typically, have rounded or curved features and/or a gradient of implant concentration at its edges rather than a binary change from implanted to non-implanted region. Likewise, a buried region formed by implantation may result in some implantation in the region between the buried region and the surface through which the implantation takes place. Thus, the regions illustrated in the figures are schematic in nature and their shapes are not intended to illustrate the actual shape of a region of a device and are not intended to limit the scope of the invention.

[0038] Unless otherwise defined, all terms (including technical and scientific terms) used herein have the same meaning as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to which this invention belongs. It will be further understood that terms, such as those defined in commonly used dictionaries, should be interpreted as having a meaning that is consistent with their meaning in the context of the relevant art and will not be interpreted in an idealized or overly formal sense unless expressly so defined herein.

[0039] Hereinafter, the present invention will be explained in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[0040] FIG. 1 is a schematic plan view showing an exemplary embodiment of a display device according to the present invention.

[0041] Referring to FIG. 1, the display device includes a liquid crystal display ("LCD") panel 300. The LCD panel 300 includes an array substrate 100, an opposite substrate 200 facing the array substrate 100, and a liquid crystal layer (not shown) interposed between the array substrate 100 and the opposite substrate 200. The opposite substrate 200 may also be known as a common electrode panel or a color filter panel.

[0042] The LCD panel 300 includes a display area DA that displays an image, and first and second peripheral areas PA1 and PA2 adjacent to the display area DA. The display area DA may be rectangular shaped as shown, with first and second opposite sides and third and fourth opposite sides. The first peripheral area PA1 may be adjacent a first side of the display area DA, and the second peripheral area PA2 may be adjacent a third side of the display area DA. In other words, the first peripheral area PA1 and the second peripheral area PA2 may be positioned adjacent sides of the display area DA that are perpendicular to each other.

[0043] First through n-th gate lines GL1–GLn and first through m-th data lines DL1–DLm are disposed at the display area DA, wherein 'n' and 'm' represent an even number. Only two gate lines GL1 and GLn and two data lines DL1 and DLm are illustrated for clarity, however a plurality of gates lines may be positioned between gate lines GL1 and GLn and a plurality of data lines may be positioned between data lines DL1 and DLm. The gate lines GL1–GLn are extended along a first direction D1. The data lines DL1–DLm are extended along a second direction D2 that is different from the first direction D1 so as to cross the gate lines GL1–GLn. The first direction D1 may be substantially perpendicular to the second direction D2. The gate lines GL1–GLn are electrically insulated from the data lines DL1–DLm. Therefore, pixel areas having a matrix shape defined by the gate lines GL1–GLn and the data lines DL1–DLm are formed on the display area DA. For example, a pixel area is defined between an adjacent pair of gate lines and an intersecting adjacent pair of data lines.

[0044] A pixel having a thin film transistor ("TFT") 110 and a liquid crystal capacitor Clc that is electrically connected to the TFT 110 is formed on each of the pixel areas. For example, a gate electrode of the TFT 110 is electrically connected to the first gate line GL1, a source electrode of the TFT 110 is electrically connected to the first data line DL1, and a drain electrode of the TFT 110 is electrically connected to the liquid crystal capacitor Clc. While only one pixel is shown in FIG. 1 for clarity, it should be understood that a plurality of pixels are provided within the display area DA.

[0045] The first peripheral area PA1 is adjacent to one side portion of the gate lines GL1–GLn. In other words, each of the gate lines GL1–GLn includes a first end and a second end, and the first peripheral area PA1 is adjacent the first ends of the gate lines GL1–GLn. A gate driver circuit 350, for example, is formed on the first peripheral area PA1. The gate driver circuit 350 sequentially applies gate signals to the gate lines GL1–GLn. The gate driver circuit 350 and the TFT 110 are formed on the first peripheral area PA1 and formed on the display area DA, respectively, through a same process. For example, during a method of manufacturing, the gate driver circuit 350 and the TFT 110 may be formed during a same step or set of steps.

[0046] The second peripheral area PA2 is adjacent to one portion of the data lines DL1–DLm. For example, each of the data lines DL1–DLm includes a first end and a second end, and the second peripheral area PA2 is adjacent the first ends of the data lines DL1–DLm. A data driver chip 370, for example, is mounted on the second peripheral area PA2. The data driver chip 370 applies data signals to the data lines DL1–DLm, such as to first ends of the data lines DL1–DLm.

[0047] Further, a flexible printed circuit board ("FPC") 400 is attached to one portion of the second peripheral area PA2. The FPC 400 electrically connects the LCD panel 300 and an outer or external device (not shown) for driving thereof.

[0048] The FPC 400 is electrically connected to the data driver chip 370. The FPC 400 provides the data driver chip 370 with a first control signal from the external device. Therefore, the data driver chip 370 outputs the data signal to the data lines DL1–DLm in response to the first control signal.

[0049] The FPC 400 may also be electrically connected to the gate driver circuit 350 through the data driver chip 370, or directly-electrically connected to the gate driver circuit 350. The FPC 400 provides the gate driver circuit 350 with a second control signal from the external device, and the gate driver circuit 350 applies the gate signal to the gate lines GL1–GLn in response to the second control signal from the FPC 400.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an exemplary gate driver circuit in FIG. 1.

Referring to FIG. 2, the gate driver circuit 350 includes a driving section DS that outputs gate signals to the gate lines GL1–GLn sequentially and a wiring section LS that transmits various control signals to the driving section DS. The gate driver circuit 350 includes a plurality of stages SRC1–SRCn+1, wherein ‘n’ represents an even number.

Each of the stages SRC1–SRCn+1 includes a first clock terminal CK1, a second clock terminal CK2, a first input terminal IN1, a second input terminal IN2, a reference voltage terminal V1, a reset terminal RE, an output terminal OUT, and a carry terminal CR.

Each of the first clock terminals CK1 of odd-numbered stages SRC1, SRC3, . . . , SRCn+1 receives a first clock signal CKV, and each of the first clock terminals CK1 of even-numbered stages SRC2, . . . , SRCn receives a second clock signal CKVB having an opposite phase to that of the first clock signal CKV. Also, the second clock terminal CK2 of odd-numbered stages SRC1, SRC3, SRCn+1 receives the second clock signal CKVB, and the second clock terminal CK2 of even-numbered stages SRC2, . . . , SRCn receives the first clock signal CKV.

Except for within the first stage SRC1, the first input terminal IN1 receives a signal that is outputted from the output terminal OUT of a previous stage, and except for the last stage SRCn+1, the second input terminal IN2 receives a carry signal that is outputted from the carry terminal CR of a following stage.

The first input terminal IN1 of the first driving stage SRC1 receives a start signal STV instead of an output signal applied from the previous stage. The second input terminal IN2 of an (n+1)-th stage SRCn+1 receives the start signal STV instead of a carry signal applied from the following stage. The (n+1)-th stage SRCn+1 is disposed in order to provide a second input terminal IN2 of an n-th stage SRCn with a carry signal. The reference voltage terminal V1 of the stages SRC1–SRCn+1 receives the reference voltage VSS, and the reset terminal RE of the stages SRC1–SRCn+1 receives a signal applied from the output terminal OUT of the (n+1)-th stage SRCn+1.

The first clock signal CKV is outputted through an output terminal OUT of the odd-numbered stages SRC1, SRC3, . . . , SRCn+1, and the second clock signal CKVB is outputted through an output terminal OUT of the even-numbered stages SRC2, . . . , SRCn. Each output terminal OUT of the stages SRC1–SRCn is electrically connected to a corresponding gate line among first through n-th gate lines GL1–GLn that are disposed at the display area DA (shown in FIG. 1). Therefore, the driving section DS sequentially outputs a gate signal to the first through n-th gate lines GL1–GLn.

The wiring section LS is adjacent to the driving section DS. The wiring section LS includes a start signal wiring SL1, a first clock wiring SL2, a second clock wiring SL3, a reference voltage wiring SL4, and a reset wiring SL5, all of which are extended substantially in parallel with each other.

The reset wiring SL5 is adjacent to a first side of the driving section DS having first and second clock terminnals CK1 and CK2 of each stage. The reference voltage wiring SL4 is adjacent to an outermost outline portion of the first side. In other words, the reference voltage wiring SL4 is within a portion of the wiring section LS furthest from the driving section DS. The first and second clock wirings SL2 and SL3 are interposed between the reset wiring SL5 and the reference voltage wiring SL4. The second clock wiring SL3 is adjacent to the reset wiring SL5, and the first clock wiring SL2 is adjacent to the reference voltage wiring SL4.

The first clock signal CKV is provided to the first clock terminal CK1 of the odd-numbered stages SRC1, SRC3, . . . , SRCn+1 and the second clock terminal CK2 of the even-numbered stages SRC2, . . . , SRCn through the first clock wiring SL2. The second clock signal CKVB is provided to the second clock terminal CK2 of the odd-numbered stages SRC1, SRC3, . . . , SRCn+1 and the first clock terminal CK1 of the even-numbered stages SRC2, . . . , SRCn through the second clock wiring SL3. The reference voltage wiring SL4 is provided to the reference voltage terminal V1 of a plurality of stages SRC1–SRCn+1 through the reference voltage wiring SL4, and the reset signal RESET is provided to the reset terminal RE of a plurality of stages SRC1–SRCn+1 through the reset wiring SL5.

The start signal wiring SL1 is adjacent to a second side of the driving section DS having an output terminal OUT of each stage. The start signal wiring SL1 is extended from the first stage SRC1 to the last stage SRCn+1 in order to provide the first stage SRC1 and last stage SRCn+1 with the start signal STV provided from an external device. Therefore, the start signal STV is applied to the first input terminal IN1 of the first stage SRC1 and the second input terminal IN2 of the last stage SRCn+1 through the start signal wiring SL1.

Because the start signal wiring SL1 is adjacent to the second side of the driving section DS, the start signal wiring SL1 is extended from the first stage SRC1 to the last stage SRCn+1, so that the start signal wiring SL1 crosses first through n-th gate lines GL1–GLn that are electrically connected to the output terminal OUT of the stages SRC1–SRCn.

Hereinafter, a positional relation between the start signal wiring SL1 and the first through n-th gate lines GL1–GLn is described in further detail with reference to FIGS. 3A, 3B, 4A, and 4B.

FIGS. 3A and 3B are enlarged views showing portion ‘A’ and portion ‘B’, respectively, in FIG. 2. FIGS. 4A and 4B are cross-sectional views taken along line I-I’ in FIG. 3A and line H-H’ in FIG. 3B, respectively.

Referring to FIGS. 3A and 3B, a wiring section LS includes a start signal wiring SL1, a first clock wiring SL2, a second clock wiring SL3, a reference voltage wiring SL4, and a reset wiring SL5. The wiring section LS may further include a first connecting wiring CL1 that electrically connects the reference voltage wiring SL4 to each of the stages SRC1–SRCn+1 of the driving section DS (see FIG. 2), a second connecting wiring CL2 that electrically connects the first clock wiring SL2 to each of the stages SRC1–SRCn+1, and a third connecting wiring CL3 that electrically connects the second clock wiring SL3 to each of the stages SRC1–SRCn+1.

The first through third connecting wirings CL1–CL3 are extended from the reference voltage wiring
SL1, the first clock wiring SL2, and the second clock wiring SL3 to the driving section DS, respectively. The first through third connecting wirings CL1–CL3 are formed on a different layer from that of the signal wirings SL2–SL5. Thus, during a method of manufacturing, the first through third connect-

[0066] Referring to FIGS. 4A and 4B, the reference voltage wiring SL4, a first clock wiring SL2, a second clock wiring SL3, and a reset wiring SL5 that each include a first metal layer are formed on the array substrate 100, and a gate insulating layer 120 is formed thereon to cover the reference voltage wiring SL4, the first clock wiring SL2, the second clock wiring SL3, and the reset wiring SL5. The gate insulating layer 120 exposes the reference voltage wiring SL4, the first clock wiring SL2, and the second clock wiring SL3 through the first through third contact areas C1–C3. In other words, the gate insulating layer 120 includes contact holes forming a first contact area C1, a second contact area C2, and a third contact area C3. A portion of the reference voltage wiring SL4 is exposed in the first contact area C1, a portion of the first clock wiring SL2 is exposed in the second contact area C2, and a portion of the second clock wiring SL3 is exposed in the third contact area C3. The first through third connecting wirings CL1–CL3 including a second metal layer are formed on the gate insulating layer 120, and a protecting layer 130 is formed on the gate insulating layer 120 having the first through third connecting wirings CL1–CL3 and formed thereon to cover the first through third connecting wirings CL1–CL3. The protecting layer 130 exposes the first through third connecting wirings CL1–CL3 in the first through third contact areas C1–C3. In other words, a portion of the first connecting wiring CL2 is exposed in the first contact area C1, a portion of the second connecting wiring CL2 is exposed in the second contact area C2, and a portion of the third connecting wiring CL3 is exposed in the third contact area C3.

[0067] A first metal electrode E1, a second metal electrode E2, and a third metal electrode E3 are formed on the protecting layer 130. The first metal electrode E1 electrically connects the reference voltage wiring SL4 to the first connecting wiring CL1 in the first contact area C1. The second metal electrode E2 electrically connects the first clock wiring SL2 to the second connecting wiring CL2 in the second contact area C2. The third metal electrode E3 electrically connects the second clock wiring SL3 to the third connecting wiring CL3 in the third contact area C3. The first through third metal electrodes E1–E3 include indium tin oxide (ITO), indium oxide (IZO), etc.

[0068] Referring again to FIGS. 3A through 4B, the start signal wiring SL1 crosses the first and second gate lines GL1 and GL2, although it may also cross other gate lines not illustrated herein. The first gate line GL1 that includes the first metal layer, as does the wirings SL2–SL5, is formed on the array substrate 100, and a gate insulating layer 120 is formed thereon. The start signal wiring SL1 is formed on the gate insulating layer 120, so that the start signal wiring SL1 is electrically insulated from the first gate line GL1. The start signal wiring SL1 may be formed from the second metal layer, as are the first through third connecting wirings CL1–CL3.

[0069] The start signal wiring SL1 has a first width W1. The start signal wiring SL1 has a second width W2 that is smaller than the first width W1 at a region disposed over the first gate line GL1 in order to decrease a parasitic capacitance induced between the start signal wiring SL1 and the first gate line GL1. Similarly, the start signal wiring SL1 may have the second width W2 at regions disposed over the second gate line GL2 and the other remaining gate lines GL3–GLn.

[0070] When the start signal wiring SL1 that is electrically connected to the first stage SRC1 is also electrically connected to the last stage SRCn+1 (as shown in FIG. 2), the start signal wiring SL1 is disposed at the second side of the driving section DS that is opposite to the first side, where remaining signal wirings SL2–SL5 are disposed. Therefore, a parasitic capacitance induced between the remaining signal wirings SL2–SL5 and the start signal wiring SL1 is decreased. The second side of the driving section DS may be the side of the driving section DS closest to the display area DA.

[0071] Particularly, the reference voltage wiring SL4, and the first and second clock wirings SL2 and SL3 receive the reference voltage VSS, and the first and second clock signals CKV and CKVB, respectively. However, each of the first through n-th gate lines GL1–GLn receives a gate signal one by one during one frame. If the start signal wiring SL1 is instead disposed between the second clock wiring SL3 and the driving section DS, then the first through third connecting wirings CL1–CL3 would cross the start signal wiring SL1. Therefore, signals provided through the first through third connecting wirings CL1–CL3 would be distorted. In the embodiments shown in FIGS. 2–4, however, when the start signal wiring SL1 crosses the first through n-th gate lines GL1–GLn, a distortion of signals induced by the start signal wiring SL1 is prevented.

[0072] FIG. 5 is a schematic plan view showing another exemplary embodiment of a display device according to the present invention. FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional view taken along line III–III in FIG. 5.

[0073] Referring to FIGS. 5 and 6, the display device includes an LCD panel. The LCD panel includes an array substrate 600, an opposite substrate 700 facing the array substrate 600, and a liquid crystal layer 800 interposed between the array substrate 600 and the opposite substrate 700.

[0074] The array substrate 600 includes a first base substrate 610 and a pixel array. The pixel array includes a plurality of gate lines GL1–GLn (only two gate lines illustrated for clarity), a plurality of data lines DL1–DLm (only two data lines illustrated for clarity), a TFT 620, and a pixel electrode (not shown), wherein 'n' and 'm' represent normal numbers. The gate lines GL1–GLn, the data lines DL1–DLm, the TFT 620, and the pixel electrode are formed on the display area A1 of the first base substrate 610 through a process of manufacturing a thin film. While only one TFT 620 is illustrated for clarity, it should be understood that the array substrate 600 includes a plurality of such TFTs within each pixel area of the array substrate 600.
[0075] The gate lines GL1–GLn cross the data lines DL1–DLm such that the gate lines GL1–GLn are insulated from the data lines DL1–DLm. The TFT 620 and the pixel electrode are disposed on a pixel area defined by the gate lines GL1–GLn and the data lines DL1–DLm. The TFT 620 includes a gate electrode electrically connected to the gate line, a source electrode electrically connected to a corresponding data line, and a drain electrode electrically connected to the pixel electrode. The pixel electrode of the array substrate 600, a common electrode of the opposite substrate 700, and the liquid crystal layer 800 disposed between the pixel electrode and the common electrode define a liquid crystal capacitor Ck.

[0076] Further, a gate driver circuit 650 is disposed at the array substrate 600. The gate driver circuit 650 sequentially provides the gate lines GL1–GLn with gate signals. The gate driver circuit 650 is formed on the peripheral area A2 of the first base substrate 610 through a process of manufacturing a thin film.

[0077] A chip 660 having a data driver circuit is mounted on the first base substrate 610. The chip 660 is electrically connected to the data lines DL1–DLm, and the chip 660 provides the data lines DL1–DLm with a data signal.

[0078] The opposite substrate 700 includes a second base substrate 710 and a black matrix layer 720. The second base substrate 710 faces the first base substrate 610. The second base substrate 710 is, for example, a transparent glass substrate, and includes a display area A1 and a peripheral area A2 adjacent to the display area A1.

[0079] The black matrix layer 720 including a light-shielding material is formed on the peripheral area A2. For example, the black matrix layer 720 is also formed on a non-effective area of the display area A1. Here, the black matrix layer 720 includes, for example, a metal material such as, but not limited to, chromium (Cr).

[0080] The opposite substrate 700 may further include a common electrode (not shown) that is formed on the second base substrate 710 and the black matrix layer 720. The common electrode includes an optically transparent and electrically conductive material such as, but not limited to ITO, IZO, etc.

[0081] Additionally, a sealant 850 is interposed between the array substrate 600 and the opposite substrate 700. The array substrate 600 and the opposite substrate 700 are combined with the sealant 850 through a thermo-compressing process. The sealant 850 is formed on the gate driver circuit 650, so that the sealant 850 covers the gate driver circuit 650 as shown in FIG. 6. Therefore, the sealant 850 decreases a parasitic capacitance induced between the gate driver circuit 650 and the common electrode of the opposite substrate 700.

[0082] Thereafter, when a liquid crystal material is injected into a space between the array substrate 600 and the opposite substrate 700, the liquid crystal layer 800 is formed therebetween.

[0083] FIG. 7 is a block diagram showing an exemplary gate driver circuit in FIG. 5.

[0084] Referring to FIG. 7, the gate driver circuit 650 includes a circuit section CS, similar to the driving section DS of FIG. 2, and a wiring section LS that is adjacent to the circuit section CS.

[0085] The circuit section CS includes first through (n+1)-th stages SRC1–SRCn+1 that are cascade connected with each other, and sequentially transmits first through n-th gate signals OUT1–OUTn to gate lines GL1–GLn.

[0086] Each of the first through (n+1)-th stages SRC1–SRCn+1 includes a first clock terminal CK1, a second clock terminal CK2, a first input terminal IN1, a second input terminal IN2, an off-voltage terminal V1, a reset terminal RE, a carry terminal CR, and an output terminal OUT.

[0087] The first clock terminal CK1 of each of the odd-numbered stages SRC1, SRC3, . . . SRCn+1 receives a first clock signal CKV, and the first clock terminal CK1 of each of the even-numbered stages SRC2, . . . SRCn receives a second clock signal CKVB having an opposite phase to the first clock signal CKV. Also, the second clock terminal CK2 of each of the odd-numbered stages SRC1, SRC3, . . . SRCn+1 receives a second clock signal CKVB, and the second clock terminal CK2 of each of the even-numbered stages SRC2, . . . SRCn receives a first clock signal CKV.

[0088] Each of the first input terminals IN1 of the second through (n+1)-th stages SRC2–SRCn+1 receives a previous gate signal from a previous stage. The first input terminal IN1 of the first stage SRC1 receives the start signal STV that activates an operation of the circuit section CS.

[0089] The second input terminal IN2 of each of the first through (n)-th stages SRC1–SRCn receives a following carry signal from the carry terminal CR of a following stage. The (n+1)-th stage SRCn+1 is a dummy stage that provides the second input terminal IN2 of the n-th stage SRCn with the carry signal. The second input terminal IN2 of the (n+1)-th stage SRCn+1 receives the start signal STV instead of a following carry signal applied from the following stage.

[0090] The off-voltage terminal V1 of the first through (n+1)-th stages SRC1–SRCn+1 receives the off-voltage Voff, and a reset terminal RE of the first through (n+1)-th stages SRC1–SRCn+1 receives a (n+1)-th gate signal applied from the (n+1)-th stage SRCn+1.

[0091] Each of the carry terminal CR and output terminal OUT of odd-numbered stages SRC1, SRC3, . . . SRCn+1 receives a first clock signal CKV, and each of the carry terminal CR and output terminal OUT of even-numbered stages SRC2, . . . SRCn receives a second clock signal CKVB having opposite phase to the first clock signal CKV. A carry signal provided from the carry terminal CR of the second to (n+1)-th stages SRC2–SRCn+1 is applied to the second input terminal IN2 of the previous stage. Further, first through n-th gate signals provided from the output terminal OUT of the previous stage are applied to the first input terminal IN1 of the following stage.

[0092] Additionally, the wiring section LS includes a first start signal wiring SL1, a second start signal wiring SL1', a first clock wiring SL2, a second clock wiring SL3, an off-voltage wiring SL4, and a reset wiring SL5.

[0093] The first start signal wiring SL1 transmits the start signal STV provided from an external device to the first input terminal IN1 of the first stage SRC1. The first start signal wiring SL1 is directly connected to the first input terminal IN1 of the first stage SRC1. The second start signal wiring SL1 transmits the start signal STV provided from an
external device to the second input terminal IN2 of the last stage SRCn+1. The second start wiring SL1 is directly connected to the second input terminal IN2 of the last stage SRCn+1. The first start signal wiring SL1 and the second start signal wiring SL1' are also electrically connected to each other.

[0094] Also, the first clock wiring SL2 transmits the first clock signal CKV from an external device to the first clock terminal CK1 of the odd-numbered stages SRC1, SRC3, ..., SRCn+1 and to the second clock terminal CK2 of the even-numbered stages SRC2, ..., SRCn. The second clock wiring SL3 transmits the second clock signal CKVB from an external device to the first clock terminal CK1 of the even-numbered stages SRC2, ..., SRCn and to the second clock terminal CK2 of the odd-numbered stages SRC1, SRC3, SRCn+1.

[0095] Further, the off-voltage wiring SL4 transmits an off-voltage Voff from an external device to the off-voltage terminal V1 of the first through (n+1)-th stages SRC1-SRCn+1. The reset wiring SL5 transmits an (n+1)-th gate signal provided from the output terminal OUT of the (n+1)-th stage SRCn+1 to the reset terminal RE of the first through (n+1)-th stages SRC1-SRCn+1.

[0096] As shown in FIG. 7, the reset wiring SL5, the second clock wiring SL3, the first clock wiring SL2, the off-voltage wiring SL4, and the second start signal wiring SL1' are disposed adjacent to the circuit section CS in that order. That is, out of the wirings SL5, SL3, SL2, SL4, and SL1', the reset wiring SL5 is disposed first closest (and fifth furthest) to the circuit section CS, the second clock wiring SL3 is disposed second closest (and fourth furthest) to the circuit section CS, the first clock wiring SL2 is disposed third closest (and third furthest) to the circuit section CS, the off-voltage wiring SL4 is disposed fourth closest (and second furthest) to the circuit section CS, and the second start signal wiring SL1' is disposed fifth closest (and first furthest) to the circuit section CS.

[0097] Hereinafter, a structure of the wiring section LS is explained in further detail with reference to FIG. 8.

[0098] FIG. 8 is an enlarged view showing a portion of the exemplary wiring section in FIG. 7. FIG. 9 is a cross-sectional view taken along line IV-IV in FIG. 8.

[0099] Referring to FIG. 8, in the wiring section LS, the second start signal wiring SL1', the off-voltage wiring SL4, and the first and second clock wirings SL2 and SL3 are disposed substantially in parallel with each other. The wiring section LS may further include a first pad P1 extended from the second start signal wiring SL1', a second pad P2 extended from the off-voltage wiring SL4, a third pad P3 extended from the first clock signal wiring SL2, and a fourth pad P4 extended from the second clock signal wiring SL3. Therefore, the second start signal wiring SL1', the off-voltage wiring SL4, and the first and second clock wirings SL2 and SL3 receive the start signal STV, the off-voltage Voff, and the first and second clock signals CKV and CKVB through the first through fourth pads P1, P2, P3, and P4, respectively.

[0100] The wiring section LS may further include first, second, and third connecting wirings CL1, CL2, and CL3. The first connecting wiring CL1 electrically connects the off-voltage wiring SL4 to the off-voltage terminal V1 of the first through (n+1)-th stages SRC1-SRCn+1. The second connecting wiring CL2 electrically connects the first clock wiring SL2 to the first clock terminal CK1 of the odd-numbered stages SRC1, SRC3, ..., SRCn+1, and electrically connects the first clock wiring SL2 to the second clock terminal CK2 of the even-numbered stages SRC2, ..., SRCn. The third connecting wiring CL3 electrically connects the second clock wiring SL3 to the first clock terminal CK1 of the even-numbered stages SRC2, ..., SRCn, and electrically connects the second clock wiring SL3 to the second clock terminal CK2 of the odd-numbered stages SRC1, SRC3, ..., SRCn+1.

[0101] As stated above, the second start signal wiring SL1' is disposed from the circuit section CS further than other signal wirings, so that the second start signal wiring SL1' does not cross over the connecting wirings that connect the other signal wirings to the circuit section CS. Therefore, a distortion of a signal that is applied from the circuit section CS is prevented.

[0102] As shown in FIGS. 8 and 9, the second start signal wiring SL1', the off-voltage wiring SL4, and the first and second clock wirings SL2, SL3 are formed from a first metal layer and disposed on the first base substrate 610 of the array substrate 600. Then, the second start signal wiring SL1', the off-voltage wiring SL4, the first and second clock wirings SL2, SL3 and the first substrate 610 are covered by a gate insulating layer 630. Then, the first start signal wiring SL1 and the first through third connecting wirings CL1, CL2, and CL3 are formed on the gate insulating layer 630. The first start signal wiring SL1 and the first through third connecting wirings CL1, CL2, and CL3 are formed from a second metal layer. Then, the first start signal wiring SL1 and the first through third connecting wirings CL1, CL2, and CL3 and the gate insulating layer 630 are covered by a protecting layer 640.

[0103] The off-voltage wiring SL4 and the first connecting wiring CL1 are electrically connected to each other in a first contact area C1, the first clock wiring SL2 and the second connecting wiring CL2 are electrically connected to each other in a second contact area C2, and the second clock wiring SL3 and the third connecting wiring CL3 are electrically connected to each other in a third contact area C3. Further, the first start signal wiring SL1 and the second start signal wiring SL1' are electrically connected to each other in a fourth contact area C4. Therefore, the first start signal wiring SL1 is electrically insulated from the off-voltage wiring SL4, the first clock wiring SL2, and the second clock wiring SL3 by the gate insulating layer 630, and the first start signal wiring SL1 crosses the off-voltage wiring SL4, the first clock wiring SL2, and the second clock wiring SL3.

[0104] FIG. 10 is an enlarged view showing a portion of still another exemplary embodiment of the wiring section according to the present invention. The wiring section of FIG. 10 is substantially the same as in FIG. 9. Thus, the same reference numerals will be used to refer to the same or like parts as those described in FIG. 9 and any further explanation concerning the above elements will be omitted.

[0105] Referring to FIG. 10, a second start signal wiring SL1', an off-voltage wiring SL4, and first and second clock wirings SL2 and SL3 are disposed substantially in parallel with each other. The first start signal wiring SL1 is spaced apart from the second start signal wiring SL1'. The first start signal wiring SL1 is disposed such that a distance between the first start signal wiring SL1 and the circuit section CS is...
smaller than a distance between the second start signal wiring SL1' and the circuit section CS. Out of the wirings SL1, SL2, SL3, SL4, and SL1', the first start signal wiring SL1 is the closest to the circuit section CS and the second start signal wiring SL1' is the furthest from the circuit section CS. The first start signal wiring SL1 is also electrically insulated from the second start signal wiring SL1'.

[0106] The wiring section LS may further include a fifth pad P' in addition to the first through fourth pads P1, P2, P3, and P4. The first pad P1 is extended from the second start signal wiring SL1', and the second pad P2 is extended from the off-voltage wiring SL4. The third and fourth pads P3 and P4 are extended from the first and second clock wirings SL2 and SL3, respectively. The fifth pad P' is extended from the first start signal wiring SL1. Therefore, the first and second start signal wirings SL1 and SL1' receive the start signal STV through the first and fifth pads P1 and P', respectively.

[0107] The first start signal wiring SL1, the second start signal wiring SL1', the off-voltage wiring SL4, the first clock wiring SL2, and the second clock wiring SL3 are formed from a same metal layer.

[0108] As described above, the first start signal wiring SL1 receives the start signal STV through the fifth pad P' that is different from the first pad P1 of the second start signal wiring SL1', so that the first start signal wiring SL1 does not cross with other signal wirings.

[0109] FIG. 11 is an enlarged view showing a further exemplary embodiment of a portion of the wiring section according to the present invention. FIG. 12 is a cross-sectional view taken along line V-V in FIG. 11. The same reference numerals will be used to refer to the same or like parts as those described in FIGS. 8 to 10 and any further explanations concerning the above elements will be omitted.

[0110] Referring to FIGS. 11 and 12, a second start signal wiring SL1', an off-voltage wiring SL4, and first and second clock wirings SL2 and SL3 are disposed substantially in parallel with each other.

[0111] The first start signal wiring SL1, the second start signal wiring SL1', the first and second clock wirings SL2 and SL3, and the reset wiring SL5 are formed from a first metal layer and disposed on the first base substrate 610. Then, the first start signal wiring SL1, the second start signal wiring SL1', the first clock wiring SL2, the second clock wiring SL3, the reset wiring SL5, and the first base substrate 610 are covered by a gate insulating layer 630. An off-voltage wiring SL4, a first connecting wiring CL1, a second connecting wiring CL2, and a third connecting wiring CL3 are formed on the gate insulating layer 630. The off-voltage wiring SL4, and the first through third connecting wirings CL1, CL2, and CL3 are formed from a second metal layer.

Then, the off-voltage wiring SL4, the first through third connecting wirings CL1, CL2, and CL3, and the gate insulating layer 630 are covered by a protecting layer 640.

[0112] The first clock wiring SL2 and the second connecting wiring CL2 are electrically connected to each other in a second contact area C2, and the second clock wiring SL3 and the third connecting wiring CL3 are electrically connected to each other in a third contact area C3. The first connecting wiring CL1 is extended from the off-voltage wiring SL4. Therefore, because the first connecting wiring CL1 and the off-voltage wiring SL4 are both formed from the second metal layer, a contact area that electrically connects the off-voltage wiring SL4 and the first connecting wiring CL1 is not required as in the embodiment of FIG. 8. Thus, an erosion occurring in a contact area of the off-voltage wiring SL4 is prevented.

[0113] FIG. 13 is an enlarged view showing yet another exemplary embodiment of a portion of a wiring section and display area according to the present invention. The same reference numerals will be used to refer to the same or like parts as those described in FIGS. 8 to 12 and any further explanations concerning the above elements will be omitted.

[0114] Referring to FIG. 13, a first repair wiring RL1 and a second repair wiring RL2 are further formed on a peripheral area A2 adjacent to the wiring section LS. The first and second repair wirings RL1 and RL2 of the peripheral area A2 and a first gate line GL1 and a second gate line GL2 (as well as other gate lines not illustrated) of a display area A1 are formed from a same metal layer. The first and second repair wirings RL1 and RL2 are disposed at an external portion of the wiring section LS. The first and second repair wirings RL1 and RL2 are extended to the display area A1. The first and second repair wirings RL1 and RL2 are insulated from the data lines DL1 and DL2 (as well as other data lines not illustrated), and cross the data lines DL1 and DL2 that are formed in the display area A1. Particularly, the second start signal wiring SL1' among the signal wirings of the wiring section LS is disposed adjacent to the first and second repair wirings RL1 and RL2.

[0115] When one of the data lines DL1 and DL2 is opened, the opened data line is electrically connected to the first repair wiring RL1 through a repair process. In particular, the opened data line is electrically connected to the first repair wiring RL1 by irradiating a laser onto a portion where the opened data line crosses the first repair line RL1. Therefore, a data signal that is provided to a first edge portion of the opened data line is applied to a second edge portion of the opened data line through the first repair wiring RL1. Thus, a line error of a display panel, which is induced by opening of a data line, may be cured.

[0116] When a remaining data line is opened, the opened data line may be repairable through the first repair wiring RL1 by using a repair process.

[0117] According to the gate driver circuit and the display device having the gate driver circuit, a start signal wiring is disposed at a portion adjacent to one side of the driving section, and the other wirings of the wiring section are disposed at a portion adjacent to the other side of the driving section. Therefore, the start signal wiring and first through third connecting wirings do not cross to each other, so that a distortion of signals applied to the driving section through the first through third connecting wirings is prevented.

[0118] Further, a second start signal wiring that transmits the start signal to the second input terminal of a last stage is disposed further away from a circuit section than an off-voltage wiring, and first and second clock wirings. Thus, an overlap between the second start signal wiring and the first through third connecting wirings is prevented, and a distortion of a signal applied to the gate driver through the first through third connecting wirings is prevented. As a result, a maloperation of the gate driver and the display device is prevented.
[0119] Although the exemplary embodiments of the present invention have been described, it is understood that the present invention should not be limited to these exemplary embodiments but various changes and modifications can be made by one ordinary skilled in the art within the spirit and scope of the present invention as hereinafter claimed.

What is claimed is:

1. A gate driver circuit comprising:
   a driving section having a plurality of stages providing a plurality of gate lines with a gate signal;
   a first wiring section disposed at a first side of the driving section, the first wiring section receiving a plurality of signals; and
   a second wiring section disposed at a side of a region having the driving section and the first wiring section formed therein.

2. The gate driver circuit of claim 1, wherein the second wiring section is disposed between the driving section and the plurality of gate lines.

3. The gate driver circuit of claim 2, wherein the second wiring section extends along a second side of the driving section and delivers a start signal to a first input terminal of a first stage in the plurality of stages and delivers the start signal to a second input terminal of a last stage in the plurality of stages.

4. The gate driver circuit of claim 1, wherein the second wiring section delivers a start signal to the driving section, and the second wiring section is insulated from the first wiring section.

5. The gate driver circuit of claim 1, wherein the first wiring section comprises at least one first signal wiring electrically connected to at least two stages among the stages,
   the second wiring section comprises a second signal wiring electrically connected to a first stage among the stages, and a third signal wiring electrically connected to a last stage among the stages, and
   the at least one first signal wiring is disposed between the third signal wiring and the driving section.

6. The gate driver circuit of claim 5, wherein the second signal wiring and the third signal wiring are electrically insulated from the at least one first signal wiring.

7. A gate driver circuit comprising:
   a wiring section receiving a plurality of signals from an external device; and
   a driving section having a plurality of stages and having a first side and a second side, the first side of the driving section receiving the plurality of signals from the wiring section, and the second side of the driving section providing a plurality of gate lines with a gate signal,

   wherein the wiring section comprises:
   a first signal wiring disposed adjacent to the first side of the driving section; and
   a second signal wiring disposed adjacent to the second side of the driving section.

8. The gate driver circuit of claim 7, wherein the second signal wiring is additionally disposed adjacent to the first signal wiring.

9. The gate driver circuit of claim 7, wherein the first signal wiring comprises:
   a first clock wiring transferring a first clock signal to the plurality of stages;
   a second clock wiring transferring a second clock signal to the plurality of stages, the second clock signal having opposite phase to the first clock signal; and
   a reference voltage wiring transferring a reference voltage to the plurality of stages.

10. The gate driver circuit of claim 9, wherein the first signal wiring further comprises a reset wiring resetting the stages by providing the stages with a gate signal outputted from a last stage of the plurality of stages.

11. The gate driver circuit of claim 7, wherein the second signal wiring is a start signal wiring receiving a start signal and transferring the start signal to a first stage and a last stage of the plurality of stages.

12. The gate driver circuit of claim 11, wherein the start signal wiring is electrically insulated from the first signal wiring.

13. The gate driver circuit of claim 11, further comprising an insulating layer disposed between the plurality of gate lines and the start signal wiring, wherein the insulating layer electrically insulates the plurality of gate lines from the start signal wiring, the start signal wiring crossing the plurality of gate lines.

14. The gate driver circuit of claim 13, wherein a width of the start signal wiring is relatively thinner in cross portions between the plurality of gate lines and the start signal wiring than in other areas of the start signal wiring.

15. A gate driver circuit comprising:
   a driving section providing a gate signal;
   a first wiring section receiving a plurality of signals;
   at least one connecting wiring connecting the first wiring section to the driving section, the at least one connecting wiring transmitting the plurality of signals to the driving section, and
   a start signal wiring transmitting a start signal to a first stage of the plurality of stages, wherein the start signal wiring does not cross the at least one connecting wiring.

16. The gate driver circuit of claim 15, wherein the start signal wiring further transmits a start signal to a last stage of the plurality of stages.

17. The gate driver circuit of claim 16, wherein the start signal wiring includes a first start signal wiring transmitting the start signal to the first stage of the plurality of stages, and a second start signal wiring transmitting the start signal to the last stage of the plurality of stages.

18. The gate driver circuit of claim 17, wherein the first wiring section is disposed between the second start signal wiring and the driving section.

19. The gate driver circuit of claim 18, wherein the first start signal wiring is electrically connected to the second start signal wiring, and the first start signal wiring is substantially parallel to the at least one connecting wiring.
20. The gate driver circuit of claim 18, wherein the first start signal wiring is separated from the second start signal wiring by the first wiring section.

21. The gate driver circuit of claim 16, wherein the driving section includes a first side receiving the plurality of signals from the at least one connecting wiring, and a second side outputting the gate signal, wherein the first wiring section is disposed on the first side of the driving section and the start signal wiring extends adjacent the second side of the driving section.

22. The gate driver circuit of claim 15, wherein the first wiring section includes a first clock wiring transferring a first clock signal to the driving section via a first connecting wiring, and a second clock wiring transferring a second clock signal to the driving section via a second connecting wiring, wherein the second clock signal has an opposite phase to the first clock signal.

23. A display device comprising:

   a display panel having a plurality of gate lines and a plurality of data lines, and displaying an image;

   a gate driver circuit having a wiring section receiving a plurality of signals from an external device, and a driving section having a plurality of stages and having a first side and a second side, the driving section receiving the plurality of signals from the wiring section through the first side, and the driving section transmitting a gate signal to the plurality of gate lines through the second side; and

   a data driver circuit providing the data lines with a data signal;

wherein the wiring section includes:

   a first signal wiring disposed at the first side of the driving section; and

   a second signal wiring disposed at the second side of the driving section.

24. The display device of claim 23, wherein the second signal wiring is a start signal wiring receiving a start signal and transferring the start signal to a first stage and a last stage of the plurality of stages.

25. A display device comprising:

   a display panel displaying an image and including an array substrate having a plurality of gate lines and a plurality of data lines, the array substrate receiving a gate signal and a data signal and facing an opposite substrate;

   a gate driver circuit having a wiring section receiving a plurality of signals from an external device, and circuit section including a plurality of stages electrically connected one after another to each other, the plurality of stages receiving a plurality of signals from the wiring section and sequentially applying the gate signal to the plurality of gate lines; and

   a data driver circuit outputting a data signal to the plurality of data lines;

wherein the wiring section includes:

   at least one first signal wiring electrically connected to at least two stages of the plurality of stages;

   a second signal wiring electrically connected to a first stage of the plurality of stages; and

   a third signal wiring electrically connected to a last stage of the plurality of stages,

and the first signal wiring is disposed between the third signal wiring and the driving section.

26. The display device of claim 25, wherein the second signal wiring is electrically connected to the third signal wiring.

27. The display device of claim 26, wherein the second signal wiring is formed on a gate insulating layer, the gate insulating layer covering the at least one first signal wiring and the third signal wiring, the second signal wiring electrically connected to the third signal wiring through a contact area formed through the gate insulating layer.

28. The display device of claim 26, wherein the second signal wiring extends substantially parallel to connecting wiring connecting the at least one first signal wiring to the at least two stages of the plurality of stages.

29. The display device of claim 26, wherein the second signal wiring and the third signal wiring transmit a start signal to the first stage and the last stage, respectively.

30. The display device of claim 25, wherein the second signal wiring is electrically insulated from the at least one first signal wiring.

31. The display device of claim 25, further comprising a pad receiving a start signal from an external device.

32. The display device of claim 25, wherein the wiring section comprises:

   a first pad receiving a start signal from an external device,

   the first pad extended from the second signal wiring; and

   a second pad receiving a start signal from an external device, the second pad extended from the third signal wiring; and

   a third pad receiving a plurality of signals from an external device, the third pad extended from the first signal wiring, wherein the third pad is disposed between the first pad and the second pad.

33. The display device of claim 25, wherein the second signal wiring applies a start signal activating an operation of the first stage to an input terminal of the first stage, and the third signal wiring applies the start signal to a control terminal of the last stage.

34. The display device of claim 25, wherein the first signal wiring comprises:

   a first clock wiring transferring a first clock signal to the plurality of stages;

   a second clock wiring transferring a second clock signal to the plurality of stages, the second clock signal having opposite phase to the first clock signal; and

   an off-voltage wiring providing an off-voltage to the plurality of stages.

35. The display device of claim 34, wherein the first signal wiring further comprises a reset wiring resetting the plurality of stages by providing the plurality of stages with a gate signal outputted from the last stage of the plurality of stages.
36. The display device of claim 25, wherein the array substrate comprises a display area and a peripheral area adjacent to the display area,

the display area including a pixel array electrically connected to the plurality of gate lines and the plurality of data lines, the pixel array receiving the gate signal and data signal,

the peripheral area including the gate driver circuit formed on the peripheral area simultaneously through a same process as the pixel array.

37. The display device of claim 25, wherein the array substrate further comprises a repair wiring crossing first and second edge portions of the plurality of data lines, is the repair wiring electrically connected to an opened data line among the plurality of data lines, and,

the third signal wiring disposed between a portion of the repair wiring and the first signal wiring.

* * * * *